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Experimental and theoretical studies of H2O
oxidation by neutral Ti2O4,5 clusters under visible
light irradiation†

Shi Yin and Elliot R. Bernstein*

A new photo excitation fast flow reactor system is constructed and used to investigate reactions of neutral

TimOn clusters with H2O under visible (532 nm) light irradiation. Single photon ionization at 118 nm

(10.5 eV) is used to detect neutral cluster distributions through time of flight mass spectrometry. TimOn

clusters are generated through laser ablation of a titanium target in the presence of 4% O2/He carrier gas.

Association products Ti2O4(H2O) and Ti2O5(H2O) are observed for reactions of H2O and TimOn clusters

without irradiation. Under 532 nm visible light irradiation of the fast flow reactor, only the Ti2O5(H2O)

feature disappears. This light activated reaction suggests that visible radiation can induce chemistry for

Ti2O5(H2O), but not for Ti2O4(H2O). Density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent (TD) DFT

calculations are performed to explore the ground and first excited state potential energy surfaces (PES) for

the reaction Ti2O5 + H2O - Ti2O4 + H2O2. A high barrier (1.33 eV) and a thermodynamically unfavorable

(1.14 eV) pathway are obtained on the ground state PES for the Ti2O5 + H2O reaction; the reaction is also

thermodynamically unfavorable (1.54 eV) on the first singlet excited state PES. The reaction is proposed to

occur on the ground state PES through a conical intersection ((S1/S0)CI), and to generate products Ti2O4

and H2O2 on the ground state PES. This mechanism is substantiated by a multi-reference ab initio

calculation at the complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) level. The S0–S1 vertical excitation

energy of Ti2O4 (3.66 eV) is much higher than the 532 nm photon energy (2.33 eV), suggesting this

visible light driven reaction is unfavorable for the Ti2O4 cluster. The TDDFT calculated optical absorption

spectra of Ti2O4 and Ti2O5 further indicate that Ti2O5 like structures on a titanium oxide surface are the

active catalytic sites for visible light photo-catalytic oxidation of water.

Introduction

Titanium oxide has attracted particular interest in recent years due
to its potential application as a photo-catalyst. Photo-catalysis on
the surface of titanium oxide is one of the most promising
technologies for converting solar energy into chemical energy.1–5

Titanium oxide is also a good medium for environmental cleanup
through activation of the photo-oxidation of organic pollutants on
self-cleaning surfaces.6 The effect of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
on the TiO2 photo-catalytic activity under UV light irradiation
has recently been studied. This research has been focused on
enhancing the efficiency of organic pollutant removal in the

presence of H2O2.7,8 Some studies on the formation of H2O2 in
an aqueous TiO2 dispersion under UV irradiation have also
been reported:9,10 several mechanisms have been proposed to
explain hydrogen peroxide formation.

Hydrogen peroxide is a clean oxidant that emits only water
as a byproduct and is widely used in industry for organic
synthesis, pulp bleaching, wastewater treatment, and disinfection
with high atom efficiency.11,12 At present, H2O2 is commercially
produced by the anthraquinone method, but the process has
some non-green features, such as high energy utilization because
of multistep hydrogenation and oxidation reactions, so photo-
catalytic H2O2 synthesis with titanium dioxide has attracted
much attention.13–15 The reaction is usually carried out by UV
irradiation of oxygen saturated water with catalyst in the presence
of an electron donor (e.g., alcohols). The reaction proceeds at
room temperature without evolution of H2 gas and can be a
clean and safe H2O2 synthesis.

Atomic/molecular level mechanisms for condensed phase
catalytic reactions are suggested to be accurately modeled and
understood through the study of gas phase cluster reactions.16–19
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Titanium oxide clusters have thereby been the subject of intense
investigation in recent years, and evolving cluster models have
been frequently employed in theoretical calculations of titanium
dioxide bulk or surface properties,20–22 even though the physical
and chemical properties of TiO2 nanomaterials, namely nano-
wires, nanoparticles and clusters, might be different from those
of bulk titania.23 In general, the ratio of surface to volume
atoms increases as the cluster size decreases; accordingly,
smaller TiO2 nanoparticles have more active sites, with respect
to photo-catalytic applications, because of the high density of
surface corner, step, and edge atoms. Such as, the catalytic activity
of TiO2 materials is enhanced as the size and the dimension of
these materials decrease.24 Hence, titanium oxide atomic clusters
have long been employed as models from which to gain funda-
mental insights into complicated surfaces and catalysts: small
titanium oxide clusters might exhibit interesting quantum size
effects and can be the starting points for understanding photo-
catalytic processes.

Numerous experimental25–32 and theoretical33–42 studies
have been reported for isolated, neutral and charged titanium
oxide clusters with the intent of correlating their structures and
properties with those of the bulk. For example, Zhai et al.25

have studied the electronic structure and band gap evolution of
(TiO2)n

� (n = 1–10) clusters, employing photoelectron spectro-
scopy, to gain mechanistic understanding of TiO2 surface
defects and photo-catalytic properties. Their neutral cluster
distribution has been reported by Matsuda et al.26 for both
unsaturated and saturated oxygen growth conditions, through
118 nm single photon ionization. (TiO2)n anatase-like clusters
with varying n values between 16 and 32 have been constructed
theoretically,36 and a general rule has been extracted stating
that proper nano crystals are stoichiometric clusters that have a
balanced charge distribution, with all constituent atoms having
sufficiently high coordination to support their formal oxidation
state. Infrared photodissociation spectroscopy and density
functional theory (DFT) calculations of the interaction of
TiO+ with water, demonstrate that a Ti(OH)2

+ type product is
dominant for this process.42 The structure of neutral (TiO2)n

(n = 2–13) clusters43 and reliable values for the heats of formation
of small (TiO2)n (n = 1–3) clusters44 have been reported. These
structures and energies can be useful for understanding the
general chemistry of (TiO2)n species. The hydrolysis reactions of
small TiO2 clusters45 and H2 and O2 production from water
splitting by small TiO2 clusters46 have been studied theoretically,
as well. Water readily reacts with both singlet and triplet states of
(TiO2)n (n = 1–4) clusters to form hydroxides, because reaction
barriers are less than the H2O complexation energies: the water
splitting reaction has a lower barrier on the triplet state potential
energy surface.

A number of experimental and theoretical studies have
appeared on neutral and negatively and positively charged titanium
oxide clusters, but to the best of our knowledge, the visible photo-
catalytic oxidation of water by gas phase neutral titanium oxide
species has not been reported. In this paper, we present the first
study of visible photo-catalytic oxidation of water over neutral Ti2O5

clusters at room temperature. We employ a newly constructed

photo-excitation fast flow reactor system coupled with single
photon ionization (SPI), which has proved to be reliable for
detecting the distribution and reactivity of neutral clusters
without dissociation or fragmentation.26,47,48 To demonstrate
this reaction, DFT, time-dependent (TD) DFT, and finally multi-
configurational, complete active space self-consistent field
(CASSCF) calculations are performed to investigate the activity
of TimOn clusters toward water oxidation on the ground and
first excited state potential energy surfaces (PES). The experi-
mental results are well interpreted by the calculations. Active
sites and details of the reaction mechanism are obtained:
we propose related condensed phase, atomic/molecular level,
catalytic processes for water oxidation by O3 over titanium oxide
under visible light irradiation.

Methods
A. Experimental procedures

The experimental setup for laser ablation employed in this
work has been described previously in detail.49–52 A new photo-
excitation fast flow reactor system is constructed in order to
investigate reactions of neutral TimOn clusters with H2O under
visible light irradiation. A schematic picture of the photo-
excitation fast flow reactor system is shown in Fig. 1. TimOn

clusters are generated in a laser ablation source: titanium
plasma, ablated from a titanium foil disk, reacts with oxygen
seeded in helium (4% O2/He) expansion gas. One 10 Hz, focused,
532 nm Nd3+:YAG laser (Nd3+:yttrium aluminum garnet) with
B6 mJ per pulse energy is used for the laser ablation. The other
10 Hz, defocused, 532 nm Nd3+:YAG laser with B25 mJ per pulse
energy is used for the laser light irradiation dispersed over the
quartz reactor. The expansion gas is pulsed into the vacuum by a
supersonic nozzle (R. M. Jordan, Co.) with a backing pressure of
typically 75 psi. Synthesized TimOn clusters react with reactants
in a fast flow quartz reactor (i.d. 6.8 mm � 68 mm), which is
directly coupled to the cluster generation channel (i.d. 1.8 mm�
19 mm), with or without the 532 nm laser light irradiation. The
reactant gas (H2O), carried by helium (10 psi backing pressure,

Fig. 1 A schematic figure of experimental setup with a photo-excitation
fast flow reactor system.
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bubbled through distilled water), is injected into the reactor
flow tube by a pulsed General Valve (Parker, Series 9).
The timing between the Jordan valve and the General Valve
openings is optimized for the best product yields, and the
timing between the General Valve opening and light irradia-
tion laser firing is optimized for the best light irradiation
reaction results.

The pressure in the fast flow reactor can be estimated
B14 Torr for the reaction.53 Reactants and products are
thermalized to 300–400 K by collision during the reaction.54

An electric field is placed downstream of the reactor in order to
remove any residual ions from the molecular beam. The beam
of neutral reactants and products is skimmed into a differen-
tially pumped chamber and ionized by a separated VUV laser
beam (118 nm, 10.5 eV per photon). The 118 nm laser light is
generated by focusing the third harmonic (355 nm, B30 mJ) of
a Nd3+:YAG laser in a tripling cell that contains about a 250 Torr
argon/xenon (10/1) gas mixture. An MgF2 prism (Crystaltechno
LTD, Russia, 61 apex angle) is placed into the laser beam to
enhance separation of the generated 118 nm laser beam from
the 355 nm input laser beam. After the near threshold ioniza-
tion, photoions are detected by a time of flight mass spectro-
meter (TOFMS).

B. Calculational procedures

Calculations of the structural parameters for neutral TimOn

clusters and the reactions of H2O, N2O, NO2 and O3 with
Ti2O4,5 clusters are performed employing density functional
theory. The hybrid B3LYP exchange–correlation functional55–57

and a triple-z valence plus polarization (TZVP) basis set58 are
used. This choice of the B3LYP/TZVP method with moderate
computational cost has been tested to provide reasonable
results in previous studies on reactivity of titanium oxide
clusters;59 the approach yields good results for the assignment
of infrared multi-photon dissociation spectra of titanium oxide
clusters.60 Binding energies between neutral TimOn and reactants
are calculated at different typical association geometries to
obtain the lowest energy structures. DFT and TDDFT calcula-
tions are performed to explore the ground and first excited state
PES for the reaction Ti2O5 + H2O - Ti2O4 + H2O2, involving
geometry optimizations of the reactants, intermediates, transi-
tion states, and products. The geometry at conical intersections
is optimized with state averaging over the S0 and S1 states with
equal weights at the complete active space multiconfiguration
self consistent field (CASSCF) level of theory employing a
6-31g(d) basis set.61 Vibrational frequency calculations are further
performed to confirm the global minima and transition states,
which have zero and one imaginary frequency, respectively. The
relative energies (given in eV) are corrected for zero point energy
(ZPE) contributions. Additionally, intrinsic reaction coordinate
(IRC) calculations are carried out to determine that an estimated
transition state connects two appropriate local minima along the
reaction pathway. Binding energies are calculated for a few species
employing the Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) counterpoise
correction:62,63 these corrections are found to be insignificant at
the present level of theory.

Results and discussion

Fig. 2(a) shows the distribution of neutral titanium oxide clusters
within the mass range of m/z = 150–200 detected employing
118 nm SPI-TOFMS. The distribution, which is generated by laser
ablation of a titanium foil disk with 4% O2 seeded in helium
carrier gas, is similar to that observed by different ionization
methods reported previously.26 The TimO2m and TimO2m+1 series
are found to be the most stable neutral cluster species for high
oxygen content in the expansion gas.

Mass spectra generated from the reaction of small neutral
titanium oxide (Ti2O4,5) clusters with H2O are presented in
Fig. 2(b). By way of comparison, Fig. 2(a) shows the TOFMS for
Ti2O4,5 cluster distribution passing through an empty reaction cell.
Associated products Ti2O4H2O and Ti2O5H2O are observed when
H2O is used as a reactant, indicating both neutral Ti2O4 and Ti2O5

clusters are able to adsorb single water molecules, and form stable
association products. The calculation results suggest the binding
energies (Eb) of Ti2O4 and Ti2O5 clusters with H2O are close and
around B1.30 eV. These calculation results are in agreement with
a theoretical study of the interactions of neutral (TiO2)n (n = 1–9)
clusters with water,37 which suggests a single water molecule binds
to each cluster resulting in an average binding energy of B1.1 eV.
The Ti2O4,5–H2O binding energies are:

Ti2O4 + H2O - Ti2O4H2O Eb = 1.28 eV,

Ti2O5 + H2O - Ti2O5H2O Eb = 1.34 eV.

The signal intensity of Ti2O5(H2O) decreases a lot (from
0.5 to 0.2 eV, comparing Fig. 2(b) with Fig. 2(c)) when 532 nm
laser light irradiates the fast flow quartz reactor, while the
Ti2O4(H2O) feature remains unchanged (Fig. 2(c)). The signal

Fig. 2 Reactions of neutral Ti2O4,5 clusters with H2O with and without
532 nm light irradiation: (a) empty reaction cell, (b) H2O vapor in reaction
cell, and (c) H2O vapor in reaction cell with 532 nm radiation. Products are
labeled as TimOn(H2O)0,1: m, n. The signal intensity of all clusters given
in mV is from average of three measurements at the same experimental
condition. The asterisk in (c) marks the position of the decreased mass
peak of Ti2O5H2O. See text for details.
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intensity of Ti2O5 does not change and the increase of Ti2O4

(B0.2 mV) is observed in Fig. 2(c) (compared with that in
Fig. 2(b)). These observations suggest the likely reaction,
Ti2O5 + H2O + hn(532nm) - Ti2O4 + H2O2.

The potential energy surface of ground (S0) and first singlet
excited states (S1) for the reaction Ti2O5 + H2O - Ti2O4 + H2O2

are studied at the B3LYP/TZVP level by DFT and TDDFT calcula-
tion (Fig. 3), respectively. The Ti2O5 cluster contains two bridge-
bonded (Ob) and three terminally bonded (Ot) oxygen atoms, and
two titanium atoms: TiI, which bonds with one Ot, and TiII,
which bonds with two Ot. On the S0 potential energy surface
(PES, shown in Fig. 3, dashed black line), the reaction starts with
an exothermic addition of H2O to TiI of singlet Ti2O5 to form a
stable complex, Ti2O5(H2O) (intermediate G1), with 1.34 eV
adsorption energy, which is similar to the reported Lewis acid–
base donor–acceptor bond formation during water adsorption
on (TiO2)1,2 clusters.45 An H atom transfers from H2O to an Ot atom
on TiII (through transition state G2/G3), leading to the formation of
two –OH moieties on the TiII atom (intermediate G3). The reaction
barrier from intermediate G2 to G3 is calculated to be only 0.3 eV.
Then the S0 PES possesses a significant, high overall reaction

barrier (ORB) for the reaction of 1.33 eV. This ORB is determined
for the transformation of intermediate G3 to intermediate G4
through transition state G3/G4, during which step the H2O2

moiety attached to a Ti atom of Ti2O4 is formed (G4). The
evaporation of the H2O2 moiety from G5 leads to the formation
of products Ti2O4 + H2O2 (P1), whose energy is 1.14 eV higher
than that of the reactants Ti2O5 + H2O of the entrance of channel.
Both the positive high ORB (1.33 eV) and the thermodynamic
unavailable (1.14 eV) results indicate that the reaction (Ti2O5 +
H2O - Ti2O4 + H2O2) cannot occur on the ground state PES at
room temperature. This calculational result is in good agree-
ment with the experimental observation presented in Fig. 2(b), in
which a stable associated product Ti2O5H2O is observed.

The S0–S1 vertical excitation energy of Ti2O5 (2.48 eV, calcu-
lated by TDDFT) is close to the 532 nm photon energy (2.33 eV),
which suggests the ground state Ti2O5 can absorb a 532 nm
photon and be excited to its first singlet excited state. On the
first excited state (S1) PES, the reaction is also found to be
thermodynamically unfavorable (1.54 eV) for generation of
excited state products P2, as shown in Fig. 3 (dashed blue line).

The observed reaction of excited state Ti2O5* with H2O
is thereby suggested to occur through a conical intersection
((S1/S0)CI), with generation of products Ti2O4 and H2O2 on the
ground state PES, following the reaction path shown in Fig. 3
(red line). A water molecule preferentially binds to the TiI atom
of the excited Ti2O5* cluster through its oxygen atom with no
barrier to form a stable intermediate E1, which is 1.88 eV lower
in energy than the reactants (Ti2O5* + H2O). Next, the H2O
transfers to the TiII site through transition state E1/E2, and the
HO–H bond ruptures through transition state E2/E3 to generate the
Ti2O4(OH)2* complex (intermediate E3) in barrierless processes.
Intermediate E3 descends to the ground state through conical
intersection (S1/S0)CI and then generates intermediate G4,
which contains a formed –H2O2 moiety binding to a Ti atom
of Ti2O4, via transition state G3/G4, now all on the S0 PES. The
ground state products Ti2O4 and H2O2 (P1) are finally generated
barrierlessly and thermodynamically favorably from the reac-
tion of Ti2O5* (absorbing a 532 nm photon) with H2O. Note that
the conical intersection between the ground state and first
excited state is searched at the CASSCF(10,7)/6-31G(d) level.
Geometry of the conical intersection is optimized with state
averaging over the S0 and S1 states with equal weight. Orbitals
chosen for the active space, illustrated in Fig. 4, are mostly
located on the two –OH moieties and the terminal oxygen
bonding with the same Ti atom. These selected sites of the
clusters are important for the formation of the –H2O2 moiety
(from intermediate E3 to intermediate G4 via transition state
G3/G4). The adiabatic energy gap between S0 and S1 for this
conical intersection is 0.002 eV. The small adiabatic energy gap
between S0 and S1 suggests that the S1 and S0 surfaces are
strongly coupled at this conical intersection point. This strong
coupling implies that the reaction occurs through transition
from the excited state to the ground state through this conical
intersection (S1/S0)CI. In a reaction force (�DE/DA) calculation,
in which E is the potential energy and A is the angle along the
reaction coordinate (oHO–Ti–O, S0,G3 and oHO–Ti–OH, S0,G4),

Fig. 3 A potential energy surface profile of ground and first singlet excited
states for the reaction Ti2O5 + H2O - Ti2O4 + H2O2. Energies are in eV,
relative to the initial reactant energy of 1Ti2O5 + H2O. Energy levels are
calculated at the B3LYP/TZVP theory level. The spin multiplicity (M) is listed
as MTi2O4,5. ‘‘(S1/S0)CI’’ denotes a conical intersection for the ground and
excited state potential energy surfaces. Geometry of the (S1/S0)CI is
calculated at the CASSCF(10,7)/6-31g(d) level. See text for details.
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the absolute force for both reaction coordinate, S0,G3 and S0,G4

are similar, which suggests these two pathways (connecting
with G3 and G4 from (S1/S0)CI) are comparable. The formation
of ground state products P1 (Ti2O4 and H2O2) through (S1/S0)CI

is energetically acceptable and the potential energy of the molecule
changes smoothly without any barriers (Fig. 3). Similar calculation
results are also obtained at CASSCF(10,7)/6-31++g(d,p) level. Given
that the reaction is actually observed to occur, this photon driven,
S1 to S0 transition through (S1/S0)CI appears to be a possible
thermodynamically and kinetically available mechanism.

The S0 to first triplet excited state (T1) vertical excitation
energy of Ti2O5 is 2.40 eV calculated by TDDFT (close to the
532 nm photon energy, 2.33 eV), which suggests the ground
state Ti2O5 can absorb a 532 nm photon and be excited to its
first triplet excited state. Nonetheless, the reaction is also found
to be thermodynamically unfavorable (2.21 eV higher than the
energy of initial reactants 3Ti2O5* + H2O) for generation of
excited state products 3Ti2O4* + H2O2 on its T1 PES, so the
reaction of 3Ti2O5* with H2O must necessarily occur through an
existent conical intersection ((T1/S0)CI) to generate ground state
products Ti2O4 and H2O2. This mechanism employs all the
available energy for the system for the photon driven reaction.

As given by the calculational results discussed above, one
possible reaction mechanism for the water oxidation by Ti2O5

under light irradiation is that the Ti2O5 cluster is excited by
irradiation, and then oxidizes the water. TiI atoms of reactive
Ti2O5* clusters (excited by 532 nm light) are the active sites for
holding H2O molecules during the H2O oxidation reaction
process, and the terminal oxygen atoms on TiII are the active

oxygen for adsorbed H2O oxidation reaction. Ground state
products Ti2O4 and H2O2 can be generated by the steepest
descent pathway from the excited state through the conical
intersection ((S1/S0)CI) to the S0 PES. The proposed mechanism
for this photo-catalytic reaction suggests the interaction of the
S0 and S1 states of Ti2O5 + H2O through a non-adiabatic, conical
intersection driven process similar to those proposed and
demonstrated for organic photochemical systems.64 Additionally,
the S0–S1 vertical excitation energy of Ti2O5H2O (intermediate G1)
is calculated to be 2.57 eV by TDDFT (also close to the 532 nm
photon energy, 2.33 eV), which suggests the ground state
association product Ti2O5H2O is also able to absorb a 532 nm
photon and be excited to its first excited state; thereby, another
possible reaction mechanism for the water oxidation by Ti2O5

under light irradiation can be proposed to be that the Ti2O5

cluster adsorbs a water molecule, and then the association
product Ti2O5H2O is excited by 532 nm irradiation. Considering
the reaction system temperature at 300–400 K, the excited
Ti2O5H2O* will have about 0.5 eV of vibrational energy. The
B2.83 eV (0.5 eV vibrational energy + 2.33 eV, adsorbed photon
energy) excess energy in the excited Ti2O5H2O* is enough to
overcome reaction barriers, and to form ground state products
Ti2O4 and H2O2 following the reaction path: excited Ti2O5H2O* -
intermediate E1 - transition state E1/E2 - intermediate
E2 - transition state E2/E3 - intermediate E3 - conical
intersection (S1/S0)CI - intermediate G4 - transition state
G4/G5 - intermediate G5 - ground state Ti2O4 + H2O2, as
shown in Fig. 3. This potential reaction mechanism agrees with
the experimental results: since the quantum efficiency of Ti2O5

excitation is not large (as shown the relative absorption cross
section at 532 nm in Fig. 6), sufficient ground state Ti2O5 exists
in the beam to yield ground state Ti2O5(H2O), but the mass signal
of Ti2O5(H2O) decreases considerably upon light irradiation.

Other possible mechanisms (reaction coordinates) may exist
for the reaction, Ti2O5 + H2O - Ti2O4 + H2O2, under visible
light irradiation. Only two of them are discussed here. Of
course as is typically observed for cluster formation in pick
up cells, only some of the Ti2O4,5 clusters interact with H2O but
all of the Ti2O5(H2O) react with light irradiation. Clearly, both
Ti2O5 and formed Ti2O5(H2O) can absorb light and then react.
The point here is not whether the light is absorbed before
or after the water cluster is formed but that the conical inter-
section between the first excited and ground state potential energy
surfaces is an essential component of the reaction coordinate
and mechanism for either pathway, as it enables the absorbed
energy to be part of the energy balance for the process. Some
other potential reaction paths are also considered: for example,
an H atom transfer from water to the OtOt moiety on TiII to
form an –OOH and then a subsequent H atom transfer from
the remaining –OH of water to the –OOH, (starting from
intermediate G2, Fig. 3). Calculated energies for this path
yield all ground transition states considerably lower than
energies of the first singlet and triplet excited state inter-
mediates along this reaction path. These energy differences do
not support conical intersection between the ground state and
first excited state potential energy surfaces for this reaction path,

Fig. 4 Orbitals used in the active space (10,7) for CASSCF calculations for
the conical intersection (S1/S0)CI.
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and thereby, this path is not a viable reaction mechanism for
our experimental results.

The experimental results presented in Fig. 2(c) demonstrate
that the association product Ti2O4(H2O) feature does not change
under the visible light irradiation. The S0–S1 vertical excitation
energy of Ti2O4 (3.66 eV), also calculated by TDDFT, is much
higher than the 532 nm photon energy (2.33 eV): the Ti2O4 cluster
does not absorb this 2.33 eV visible light. The reaction energy for
Ti2O4 + H2O - Ti2O3 + H2O2 is also calculated to be 5.43 eV, thus
the energy of a single photon (532 nm) is insufficient to overcome
the endothermicity of this reaction.

The highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of neutral Ti2O4 and
Ti2O5 clusters are presented in Fig. 5. The HOMO orbitals are
dominated by the O-2p and the LUMO orbitals are dominated
by the Ti-3d orbitals, which suggest the S0–S1 excitation of
Ti2O4,5 clusters are from O-2p to Ti-3d orbitals (ligand to metal
charge transfer). The HOMO (O-2p) and LUMO (Ti-3d) character
is also properly captured in the theoretical study of visible light
absorption of the TiO2 rutile structure.65

In Fig. 6, we show the calculated optical absorption of Ti2O4

and Ti2O5 clusters using TDDFT calculations. The calculated
absorption edge (solid black) for Ti2O4 cluster is B400 nm
(B3.0 eV) and is close to the experimental result (B2.9 eV) of
optical absorbance spectrum for pure TiO2 on a TiO2(110)
surface.66,67 The lowest excitations are dominated by direct transi-
tions from the O-2p states at the top of the valence band to the Ti-3d
states at the bottom of the conduction band.65 The Ti2O5 cluster
spectrum (dashed red) has a main absorption at B350 nm
(B3.5 eV) and edge extending out to B550 nm (B2.25 eV).

According to the calculated geometry, Ti2O4 has two brid-
ging Ti–O single bonds (bond length 1.85 Å) and two terminal
TiQO double bonds (bond length 1.63 Å), and Ti2O5 have two
bridging Ti–O single bonds (bond length between 1.84–1.87 Å),
one terminal TiQO double bond (bond length 1.62 Å), and two
terminal Ti–O single bonds (bond length 1.82 and 1.84 Å). The
lower absorption energy of Ti2O5 than that of Ti2O4 can be
associated with its terminal Ti–O single bonded oxygen atoms,
as the HOMO of Ti2O5 is composed mostly of the Ot-2p orbitals
(Fig. 5). In other words, the single bond Ot-2p orbital composition

of the HOMO lowers the gap between the HOMO and LUMO of
titanium oxide. These results suggest that the oxygen atoms of
the terminal Ti–O single bonds on Ti2O5 are probably respon-
sible for the observed calculated low absorption energy edge of
this cluster (Fig. 6) and thereby its reactivity with H2O under
visible light irradiation (Fig. 2(c)).

In the practical photo-catalytic oxidation of water by oxidants,
the catalyst must be cycled. In order to generate a full catalytic
cycle for water oxidation on titanium oxide clusters that can play
an important role as catalysts, oxidation of Ti2O4 with different
oxidants (NO2, N2O, and O3) is calculated to explore the potential
regeneration of the photo-catalytically active titanium oxide
cluster (Ti2O5) by different oxidants.

Ti2O4 + NO2 - Ti2O5 + NO DH0K = 0.59 eV

Ti2O4 + N2O - Ti2O5 + N2 DH0K = �0.82 eV

Ti2O4 + 1O3 - Ti2O5 + 3O2 DH0K = �2.05 eV

On the PES for the reaction of the Ti2O4 cluster with N2O
(Fig. 7), a high barrier (0.91 eV) is obtained for the reaction,
although this reaction is thermodynamically favorable. Potential
energy profiles for the oxidation of Ti2O4 by singlet and triplet O3

(Fig. 7) are determined for O3 attaching to the Ti sites on the
Ti2O4 cluster. An overall reaction barrier (ORB) of 0.26 eV is
determined for the reaction of Ti2O4 with singlet O3. For the
reaction of Ti2O4 with triplet O3, the results in Fig. 7 shows that
no ORB (or negative ORB of �1.81 eV, compared to the initial
reactants 1Ti2O4 + 3O3) exists for the oxidation of Ti2O4. Note that
the crossing of spin triplet and singlet potential energy surfaces
(spin conversion68) is obtained: this surface crossing suggests
that the initial reactants 1Ti2O4 + 1O3 can also form products
1Ti2O5 + 3O2 through the spin conversion point (CP or CI) in
Fig. 7. These calculation results suggest that ozone may be a
good oxidant for regeneration of the visible photo catalytically
reactive Ti2O5 clusters for water oxidation.

Fig. 5 DFT orbital plots showing the HOMO and LUMO of neutral Ti2O4,5

clusters. The HOMOs are dominated by the O-2p and the LUMOs are
dominated by the Ti-3d orbitals.

Fig. 6 Optical spectra of gas phase neutral Ti2O4 (black) and Ti2O5 (red)
clusters using TDDFT calculations.
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Reactive clusters in the gas phase can be seen as a good model
system for the active moieties that exist on a catalyst surface.
Thereby, a catalytic cycle for water oxidation by O3 on titanium
oxide surfaces can be proposed, and is presented in Fig. 8. This
proposal is offered based on experimental and calculational results
presented in Fig. 2, 3 and 7. Our proposed mechanism indicates
that the H2O molecule adsorbs on the TiI site, which binds to only
one terminal oxygen atom, and reacts with the active Ot atom on
the adjacent TiII site under visible light irradiation.

H2O2 molecules can be formed through Ot (on a TiII site)
activation and desorbed leaving TiI sites on the catalytic

titanium oxide surface. O3 molecules can then be adsorbed
on the TiI sites through a terminal oxygen atom. The TiII–Ot

bonds are regenerated via O2 molecules desorption, leaving the
photo-catalytic titanium oxide surface unchanged. Water oxida-
tion by O3 is thereby possible over the titanium oxide catalyst
surface under visible light irradiation. The catalytic cycle
(schematically depicted in Fig. 8) is helpful to understand the
heterogeneous visible photo-catalytic reaction mechanism of
H2O oxidation on the condensed phase catalyst surface. To
enhance the visible photo-catalytic activity of a titanium oxide
catalyst, one should try to increase the titanium sites with two
terminal oxygen atoms at the surface.

Conclusions

A new photo excitation fast flow reactor system is constructed
and used to investigate reactions of neutral TimOn clusters
with H2O under visible (532 nm) light irradiation. Association
products Ti2O4(H2O) and Ti2O5(H2O) are observed for reactions
of H2O without irradiation. Under 532 nm light irradiation on
the fast flow reactor, only the Ti2O5(H2O) feature disappears.
This light activated reaction suggests that visible (532 nm)
radiation can induce chemistry for Ti2O5(H2O), but not for
Ti2O4(H2O). DFT and TDDFT calculations are performed to
explore the ground and first excited state PESs for the reactions
Ti2O5 + H2O - Ti2O4 + H2O2. A high barrier (1.33 eV) and a
thermodynamically unfavorable (1.14 eV) pathway are obtained
on the ground state PES for the Ti2O5 + H2O reaction; the
reaction is also thermodynamically unfavorable (1.54 eV) on
the first excited state PES. Both the reaction of excited Ti2O5

(absorbing a 532 nm photon) with H2O and the reaction of
excited association product Ti2O5H2O (absorbing a 532 nm
photon) are able to generate products Ti2O4 and H2O2 on the
ground state PES through a conical intersection between the first
excited and ground state potential energy surfaces. The conical
intersection is an essential component of the reaction coordinate
and mechanism for the water oxidation by Ti2O5 under light
irradiation. Theoretical studies suggest that electronic excitation
of Ti2O4,5 clusters is from an O-2p orbital (HOMO) to a Ti-3d
orbital (LUMO). The S0–S1 vertical excitation energy of Ti2O5

(2.48 eV) is smaller than that of Ti2O4 (3.66 eV), possibly because
the Ti2O5 HOMO is composed mostly of 2p orbitals from single
bonded terminal oxygens Ot, while the 2p orbitals for Ti2O4

comprising the HOMO are from the double bonded Ot and Ob

atoms. The reaction mechanisms explored by calculations are in
good agreement with the experimental results. The TDDFT
calculated optical absorption spectra of Ti2O4 and Ti2O5 suggest
that the Ti2O5 like structures on a titanium oxide surface are
better active catalytic sites than Ti2O4 structures for visible light
photo-catalysis of water oxidation.
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